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The Fifteenth World Science Fiction Convention was held
from 6th to 9th September in the Kings Court Hotel,
Bayswater, London. Total convention registration was
556, total actually present at the convention: 268, of
whom something like 70 were from the other side of the
A tlantic. Most of these came over on the plane charteted especially for the Convention, but several others
came independently. Notable visitors included John W.
Campbell, Guest of Honour, Boyd Rayburn, Wally Weber,
Sam Moskowitz, Dave and Ruth Landis Kyle, Bob and Bar
bara Silverberg, Franklin and Belle Dietz, Bob Madle
(TAFF representative), Kerry Harrison, Forry Ackerman,
Steve Schultheis and Rory Faulkner. Most welcome sur
prise arrival from this side of the Atlantic was Eric
Frank Russell.
The program was loosely scheduled and designed to
allow maximum time for conversation and allowance for
unforeseen circumstances. Both were taken full advantage
of.
The most notable events from the professional point
of view were the banquet and the psionics session, in
both of which John.W.Campbell was the prime mover, and
a speech by Moskowitz outlining the remarkable conclu
sions of a. survey of sf readership.
From the fanpoint of view the Liverpool colour films
were outstanding for their brilliance and technical
polish and a brief but spectacular shooting affray in
volving the Goon Defective Agency for its originality
and liveliness. Other notable events were a last minute
auction conducted by Ted Tubb with all
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The Convention was not notable so
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much for its program however as for
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its socia.1 success. There were no rows _
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fine impression on the British fans, being almost ~
without exception quiet courteous and unassuming, as well as interesting and intelligent. One felt
2
at the time, and feels it more strongly every, da.y,that this convention did hot end on the 9th Sep“
tember. Not just in the sense that many Americans in the following days dispersed all round Europe
visiting local fan groups from Belfast to Bad Hom-2
bur‘g, but in the sense that it started off a new
era in fandom.
“
It wa.s the first real world convention, and it
1
has given birth to the first real world fandom. At"
least I feel that after this every national con2
vention, on either side of the Atlantic, will seem*
to anyone who attended the Worldcon to be somehow 2'
incomplete.
A
The Convention was not a. success financially,
the Committee being at the la.st moment forced to
r
pa.y an unexpected demand by the hotel management
for X 100 XX 280.-) in respect of alleged reser- 2

vations unclaimed, but no actual loss was sustain—
ed. There were also unsatisfactory features from
~ "Unlike many of the
the accomodation point of view, the premises
.troops stationed
being in the course of much-needed reconstruction - here,I am not returduring the convention, but on the other hand it
2 ning to the States
was, to those to whom minor inconveniences assumed*- with never a happy
proper proportions, a memorable occasion and, in
2 "thought or care for
its- quiet way, climactic. It represented the cul- -.my experiences over
mination of the revival of European fandom which
~ here. On the contra
bas been gaining force since 1948 and of the ten- 2 ry> "th® memories I
dency towards integration with American fandom
- am taking back with
which began soon afterwards. When seen in retro2 me are Tond ones of
spective it will,I think, be seen as a triumph
- good times at the
for both.
- conventions, pubs,
For this fandom owes sincere thanks to the Con- 2 and homes of Euro
vent ion Committee and in particular its Secre
pean fandom.ii
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fifth annual Oklahoma Science Fiction Conference
was held in Bi In, Okla- August >1, Sept.l & 2.
Although the program wasn't up to expected stan
dard, this was more than made up by the &fter-hours
sessions. Attendees were interviewed twice on radio
(station KGWA
nnid) and once on television. Active
with camera: Ellik, Hickman, Martinez and Wa.gner,
any of whom may be contacted for prints.
Among the attendess were Lynn Hickmann (Illinois,
editor of JD!) Ted Wagner,(formerly of Wisconsin now
living in Houstoi /Texas),and Joe Christoff, the per
son who singlehandedly wrote and published a fanzine
in Florida, without once mentioning his own name,
instead using pennames of Tony Allen, Thorndyke,a.o.
The Dallas group was well represented with Randy
Brown, Tom Kearny and Dale Hart. Ron Ellik, also
attending, was the Mystery Guest of the evening.
Next year's convention will be held in Dalla.s,
Texas, appropriately called 'Sixth Oklacon', and Tom
Reamy will be chairman for the affair.
Tulsa was present through Ron Parker and Sambo
Martinez.
_
Thanks should go to Walt Bowart and Kent Corey
for sweating away at preparing the convention.
Ron Bilik.
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A printed circular went out to many fans a. month or
two ago regarding the WAV/ & WIFE TO THE GATE fund,
stat eng that. Walt had turned down the offer of the
South Gaters, and requesting them to stop the
appeals.
The first reason for rejecting help was that any
such fund would mean less money for TAFF. This may
be the case with a. few fans, who would send in their
money to the Fund rather than to TAFF, but these would
indeed be a minority. Most fans would undoubtedly
send in the minimum (at least) amount requested for
both funds, while a Fund such as the WAV/ one, will
receive support from people who refuse to partake
in TAFF on the basis that there they don't know who
will get the money, Saying tha.t a Fund would take
money away from TAFF is like suggesting you don’t
publish a fanzine,because the other faned wouldn’t
receive a. renewal sub to his zine.
The second reason I Coin understand all too well.
Only weeks ago a. certain Continental fan I know ■
refused a. return ticket to London. The
decision is Walt’s, but Walt, I'd think twice about
South Gate,especially in ’58.
Opinions from other fans are requested by Rick
Sneary, 2962 Santa. Ana St., SOUTH GATE,Calif. Did
you drop him a line?
JJ
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